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Welcome to DSwiss

New opportunities
for your company

For centuries, banks have protected tangible assets.
Digitalization has created a unique opportunity
whereby protection can also be offered for digital
assets – i.e. data. Deep customer insight combined
with unique IT security standards offer banks
a head start to position themselves as the custodians
of digital assets.
We have developed digital safes to protect digital
assets. These allow safe paperless communication
and strengthen customer commitment. On the other
hand, customers are offered new opportunities
for the long-term protection of personal data and
documents of sentimental value. Both parties can
benefit from this system: the banks create new fields
of business, while customers receive new offers.
Welcome to DSwiss.
Dr. Tobias Christen
CEO
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Welcome to DSwiss

We are a forerunner in
privacy and data protection

Vision

Values

DSwiss is a trusted and
leading provider of services
that protect privacy and
guarantee maximum data
security for both individuals
and companies.

Reliability

Mission

Commitment

– DSwiss services (B2B2C) focus on selected vertical

– The end users are in control and receive trans-

We keep promises and get things done.

Sustainability
Our strategies are long-term and quality oriented.

Security
We protect privacy and always act with security
awareness in mind.

markets such as the finance sector and also include

parent information on how their data and privacy

digital transformation solutions.

is protected.

– Trust and reliability is gained through its open
communication and transparent operating
methods.
– DSwiss is a pioneer in privacy protection.

– DSwiss products exceed legal requirements and
combine best user experience with best privacy
protection.
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Expertise

Added value
for your company

Customer loyalty
Through the administration of
digital assets (data), you can bind
customers to your company in
the long term.

Data privacy compliance
We support banks to meet

Customer interaction

the statutory requirements of

Thanks to our broad range

the strictest data privacy laws.

of services, we create new
interactions between your
customers and your services.

Versatility
As a specialized fintech company,
we help our clients to achieve
market leadership with their new
products fast and professionally.

Efficiency
Our services optimize processes,

High security

lower costs and contribute to

We protect data with certified

protecting the environment thanks

security mechanisms

to their paperless form.

integrated into our software.
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Services
We offer digital safes, mailboxes for bank
document delivery and secure exchange
platforms for financial advisors and customers:
secure, reliable and fully GDPR compliant.
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Commenting
PDF files

Digital safe

SecureSend

Scanner

Password manager

Data inheritance
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Services

Digital safes for banking customers

bank customers to protect their important documents

Password generator
with automatic security check

in the long run. The integrated password manager

The built-in password generator suggests strong

also offers reliable protection for passwords and

passwords and informs users whether or not

important login data or PIN codes, preventing their

a newly created password is secure. Together

fraudulent use. The digital safes have many additional

with our long-term partner, Zurich University of

functions, such as document scanners, file sharing,

Applied Sciences (ZHAW), we have developed

password checkers, smart search functions for

a method for creating strong passwords, which

encrypted data and a data inheritance function,

are nonetheless easy to remember.

The digital safe is the safest and simplest way for

which allows the creation of inheritance plans for
documents and passwords.

Data inheritance
Data inheritance can be used to ensure that a trusted

Commenting and signing PDF files

person, selected by the customer, will have access

PDFs can be integrated with comments or signatures.

to important information such as PINs and passwords

Additionally, a PDF preview is available that

in the event of an emergency. The selected persons

allows simple and quick reading of large PDF files.

are able to remove profiles from social networks
or deactivate other accounts. Other options include

Scanning and filing documents

the submission of documents regarding bank or

Thanks to the document scanner, customers can

insurance transactions. Business partners can use the

use their smartphone camera to scan documents

function to release documents for their partners, or

and save them directly in the digital safe.

provide them with information regarding the business
area.

Safe file sending
Customers may use the SecureSend feature to
encrypt and send files up to 2 GB in size to any
recipient of their choice.
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Digital
mailbox

Document

Bank
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Document

Customer

Services

Digital mailboxes for delivering
bank documents
Digital mailboxes are a useful option that can be

Customers have control over their data

used by financial service providers for the paperless

Unlike conventional online banking solutions, the

transfer of bank documents. The digital solution

documents leave the bank’s access area. The

is supported by a judgment of the European Court

documents are delivered in a digital mailbox that

of Justice (EuGH).

only the customer can manage and view. This
also means that the banks cannot make any sub

Legal anchor ensured

sequent changes to the sent documents. The

In January 2017 the European Court of Justice provided

European Court of Justice states in this regard:

clarification on how digital mailboxes need to be
used in banking. This refers to the use of highly safe
digital mailboxes normally connected to online
banking systems. The European Court of Justice
defines the prerequisites as follows:

“All possibility of unilateral changes to
the contents by the payment service
provider or an administrator charged
with administration of the website

“An electronic mailbox meets the

must be excluded.”

requirements of a permanent data 
carrier if it is ensured that information personally targeted toward
the payment service user can be
saved in a manner in which said user
will be able to subsequently use

Cost reduction by paperless delivery
In addition to the statutory advantages, digital mailboxes enable straight-through processing without
any media disruption, thus helping to reduce costs.
Such paperless workflows are also very environ
mentally friendly.

said data for an appropriate period
of time and in such a way that
unaltered reproduction is possible.”
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Messages

Digital
interaction

Documents

Forms

Audit trail

To-dos

Semantic
full-text
search
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Services

Digital exchange platforms
for financial advisors and customers
A number of modules are available for simple co

The resulting information is used as a filter for the

operation between advisors and customers. These

search results, thus allowing the user to access the

accelerate and simplify the work processes. This

requested documents with just a few simple clicks.

includes personalized forms for the efficient exchange
of information, single sign-on for direct access to

Functional overview

different platforms, the creation of to-do lists, en
crypted communication paths or activity protocols.

Easier to find
Automatic completion of queries and spelling

Comprehensive and cooperative
security

corrections of incorrect insertions.

In addition to optimizing processes, the workflow

More comprehensive findings

modules also meet the highest data privacy demands.

In addition to numerous file formats, the search also

For example, when customers want to apply for

considers scanned PDF documents and recognizes

a loan, the financial advisor can submit the c ontract

search items regardless of their declension and

directly via the interaction platform and give it to

conjugation. The search also includes synonyms.

the customer for signing. The documents can be
returned with a single click of the mouse. The contract

More accurate findings

documents never leave the encrypted environment,

Text analysis recognizes and considers the language

which ensures compliance with the highest security

of the documents. In addition, the user can filter their

standards at all times.

search by language.

Improved search and guaranteed
privacy

More efficient findings

With a view toward enhancing document manage-

a document viewer; and comprehensive, interactive

ment, DSwiss has expanded its offer to include

search filters such as document type. It also recog

a new and convenient search function for encrypted

nizes personal names, places, organizations, etc.

The search function includes: a preview of results;

data, called semantic full-text search. Users can
directly search the contents of their documents in
an encrypted environment.
The search guarantees maximum privacy protection
at all times because each document, as well as
the search index itself, is encrypted. The system runs
a content analysis of each document including personal names, places, organizations and other terms
in the search index. The document type (invoice,
contract, operating instructions, CV, etc) is also defined.
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Services

Why e-safes?
How to bind your customers
Challenge

Added value for banks

Banks are looking to future-proof their business

– Customer retention due to the long-term nature

model. The challenge: to bring competitive

of data storage

digital services to their customers and to efficiently

– Compatibility with mobile and online strategies

strengthen customer retention despite fierce

– Cost reduction due to paperless procedures

global competition.

– Look and feel of the solution adapted to boost
brand

Solution
Due to omnipresent digitalisation; rise in privacy

– Compliant with European court orders;
avoiding GDPR issues

concerns; and the sticky nature of data storage, banks
are in a unique position to offer a high-end digital

Added value for end customers

safe as the most secure way for their customers. They

– Personal online safe for files and passwords

will safe-keep indispensable digital assets such

– Paperless backup of important data

as passport copies, contracts, finance papers and

– Only customers have access to their own vaults

passwords.

– Easy access using existing accounts
(e.g. an e-banking account)

DSwiss specializes in e-safe solutions that
seamlessly integrate into existing online banking.

– Mobile access to data using Android and
iOS devices

Our safe includes:
– Single sign-on for easy login

Why DSwiss?

– built-in password manager and file safe

With several renowned international banks in our

– personal, digital inbox for bank documents

client portfolio, and more than a million users of

– one-step mobile document scanner

our own B2C solution, banks choose us because of

– intuitive search function

our proven track record of reliably handling large

– unique file sync tool with local encryption

amounts of customer data. They value our flexibility

– secure document exchange, chat and to-do list

above all else. With us, they get co-developed solu-

for customer / advisor collaboration

tions that take specific branding and compliance
requirements into account. Throughout the process,

Our e-safe solution can be hosted:

banks trust in our proven, deep security and data

– by DSwiss on a dedicated infrastructure in

privacy know-how.

high-security data centers in Switzerland or
– on company premises
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Services

Implementation

Our team has many years of experience in the

DSwiss clients can decide whether to have our white

implementation of complex IT projects and will

label solutions managed by our system engineers

support you from planning to implementation,

on our own servers in Switzerland (SaaS), or alter

through to further development.

natively opt for a model whereby all equipment is
installed on-site at a location of their choice.
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Services

How we execute the implementation

Initial
meeting
Your tasks

Workshop

Propose goals,
priorities and
time frame

Determine requirements of individual
stakeholders

Determine how the
product fits into
existing processes

Define use cases

Explain implementation process

Solution
design
Funding and resources
Define business
requirements

Implementation
Integration into
internal applications
Procurement /
contracting

Use case analysis
Discuss feasibility and
implementation with
line managers

Design guidelines

Quantify benefits

DSwiss tasks

Present product
capabilities and
reference cases

Added value for the
customer and end
customer is defined

Discuss success
factors

Show best practice
cases

Create integration and
architecture plan

White label implementation and customized
modules

Create production plan
Production setup
Create project plan
Go live support

Results

Analysis of strategic fit
Agreed action plan

Agreed value
proposition for
the bank and
its customers

Mockup and PoC

Business case draft

Proposal for im
plementation phase

Requirement
specifications

Meeting summary

Realization and
integration of the
digital safe
Sign contract

Proposal for solution
design phase

Roll-out plan

Sign-off by
stakeholders

Agreement
to proceed

Agreement
to proceed

Agreement
to proceed

Agreement
to go live

Target date

Target date

Target date

Go live
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Privacy
and security

All data will be safe at DSwiss.
This is ensured by internationally
recognized encryption protocols,
triple data backup, and strong
user authentication.
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Privacy and security

Privacy manifesto

We have embedded privacy directly into the design

Fair data handling

and architecture of our digital safes. As a result,

We respect customers’ rights to their own data.

we can ensure that the personal data stay protected

Hence, our business model is not based on pushing

at all times.

adverts to customers, nor is any customer data
ever sold to third parties.

What we believe
We believe that data is the most valuable asset of

Audits and assessments

the 21 century and that it should be protected

An analysis of system susceptibility by leading security

accordingly. The security and privacy of digital assets

experts ensures our system integrity.

st

are constantly under threat from hackers, competitors, disasters such as earthquakes and even govern-

DSwiss safe architecture and implementation has

mental surveillance.

been and will be assessed in detail by experts
appointed by DSwiss, in addition to experts appointed

With our digital safes, our aim is to help safeguard

by our most important clients. Penetration testing,

our customers’ most valued data, such as: critical pass-

source code review and conceptional analysis are

words; precious images; vital business documents;

core activities in these assessments.

and private records, leaving customers free to choose
with whom they wish to share this information.

Furthermore DSwiss tests its infrastructure,
system setup and the source code, both manually
and automatically, on a regular basis.
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Privacy and security

Login procedures and authentication

a secure remote password protocol. This highly

DoubleSec:
Secure login from anywhere

efficient security protocol, developed by Stanford

Our apps for iOS and Android, as well as the synchro

University (RFC 2945), efficiently protects customer

nization program for PC and Mac computers, also

data against cyber-attacks.

offer the two-step login procedure. In order to use

Our applications protect customer data using

this additional protection simply and safely, we have

Additional protection through
two-factor authentication

developed the DoubleSec feature, which automates

In order to guarantee additional data protection,

user friendliness.

the second step of the login process and improves

we use a two-step login procedure (mobile TAN),
also commonly used in online banking solutions.
When this feature is activated, users will receive an
additional login code via SMS each time they want
to log in to their account. In this way, customer
accounts will remain protected even if a third party
gains access to user login credentials.
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Privacy and security

Encryption and privacy protection

We have chosen highly secure and globally accepted

tional encryption is particularly efficient in protecting

procedures for the encryption of all customer data.

against man-in-the-middle-attacks (MitM), for example

The keys required for encryption are calculated

in internet cafés and airports.

directly from the user’s password, thus offering their
online data much more efficient protection against

Advanced certification

hackers.

DSwiss uses EV SSL certificates. These are granted
only to eligible companies following a strict validation

Long-term security

procedure. EV SSL certificates can be recognized by the

We use AES-256 and RSA-2048 encryption standards.

activation of a green address bar in all major browsers.

These encryption methods have been designed to
offer long-term protection.

Openly available crypto architecture
All information saved is encrypted with a multiple-

Double protection during file transfer

level crypto-architecture at DSwiss. Our security

DSwiss encrypts data twice during uploading or

architecture has been made openly available with

downloading from a device to a user’s online account.

multiple testing by third parties.

In addition to transport layer security (TLS/SSL), data
is also encrypted using an AES-256 encryption, thus

Zero knowledge

ensuring complete protection of sensitive data. This

Our applications have been constructed in such

means that data will remain protected even in the

a way that our own employees are never able to

event the TLS/SSL protection is attacked. The addi-

access any login data and personal documents.
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Privacy and security

Data storage

DSwiss relies on two certified data centers, which

Ideal geographical conditions

fulfill the requirements of the Swiss Financial Market

All data will be stored on servers located in Switzerland,

Supervisory Authority (FINMA).

a country well-known for its political and financial
stability, reliable legal system and deep-rooted tradi-

Multiple data storage

tion for privacy protection.

All files are protected by a disaster recovery plan. It
is stored three times in two geographically distinct data
centers, one of which is located in a former military
head-quarter bunker in the Swiss mountains. DSwiss
operates its own server infrastructure through internal
system engineers in both data centers. The infra
structure was built in accordance with the NIST and
BSI security guidelines. It is monitored 24/7 and
protected by automatic alarms.
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Collaboration

Innovating together

Clients

Partners
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